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The SPRINT newsletter informs partners about
the latest research and public private initiatives
within ResearchCenter SPRINT.
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 Promovendus Roy Reints claims Best Poster Award
SPRINT-symposium, 8 February 2019, Groningen
Persuasive Health Technology for Independent Living

SPRINT innovates health care
A room full of public-private adrenaline at the SPRINT symposium 2019 in Groningen, early February. Entrepreneurs,
researchers, policy makers, investors, students, PhD students
and civil society organizations were introduced to new
SPRINT health care innovation on their way to the market.
A networking day to inform SPRINT
partners about new cooperation challenges that the Center of Research
Excellence and the partners, offer over
the coming years. Health care passion
with a user-centered mission, stated
Prof. Bart Verkerke, technical director
of SPRINT, at the annual symposium.
With the focus on prevention, implementation and multidisciplinary collaboration to improve the quality of life of (chronic) patients and to relieve the care provider. Bart: 'At the end of 2018,
I was hospitalized for a short time myself. During my stay at the
hospital, I experienced the practical obstacles for more quality
movement in hospital care, such as using the restrictive infusion
pole. SPRINT is developing innovation that gives people more
control over their health at home, in the working environment and
in a hospital.’ Below, an overview of distinctive SPRINT health care
innovation on their way to the market.
Product innovation

Ivy One infusion bag delivers more room to move
Numerous studies endorse that movement is a key factor when it comes to a quick recovery, but the
current IV pole hinders the patients
when moving around. The pole is
large, heavy and very visible. IVWear is
a Groningen-based start-up, established in collaboration with the University of Groningen, to develop a wearable IV bag in order to replace the well-known IV pole. Annually, more than 1 million patients
in the Dutch hospitals receive IV therapy. With the patented wearable IV infusion bag, the Ivy One, patients are freed from the IV
pole. Patients experience a newfound freedom of movement and
are enabled to exercise more. They get out of bed more often and
recover in a better and quicker matter. Most importantly, they are
allowed to go home earlier. De Ivy One supports all common IV
systems and all IV bags up to 500 ml, is energy-efficient and user
friendly. Operating the Ivy One is very easy. The nurse at the hospital places the IV bag in the case, sets the desired duration and
presses start. IVWear
Head-, arm-, trunk support for Duchenne patients
Taking control over one’s life is also central to the Symbionics: Co
Adaptive Assistive Devices public private study. Six Dutch universities, together with health care industry and people with muscular dystrofy, developed an adaptive head-, arm-, and trunk support to facilitate people with muscular dystrophy (Duchenne) in
their daily activities including drinking a cup of coffee.

Anouk Geers, SPRINT PhD candidate of the Twente University, is
discussing the benefits of assistive devices with Prof. Jaap Buurke, Medical Director of SPRINT.

In addition to the prototypes, Symbionics project generates new
knowledge for follow-up research and the public-private project
provides a mass of big data that can be further analyzed on the
road to new innovation. Symbionics was concluded in November
2018 with a closing symposium. In 2019, 8 researchers will be
graduating on Symbionics. In due time, the prototypes will be
brought to the market.
More information on the Symbionics: Co-Adaptive Assistive Devices
program is published in the November-December 2018 edition of the
SPRINT newsletter or go to the SPRINT-website.

Best Poster Award for insole to prevent fool ulcer
SPRINT PhD candidate Roy Reints
claimed the Best Poster Award at the
Groningen Engineering Center Annual
Scientific Meeting, introducing the
Dynamic ulcer prevention insole.
The aim of the innovative insole is
prevention of diabetic foot ulcers. The
insole consists entirely out of small
elements that move down only when pressures are over a certain
threshold resulting in local offloading of high pressures by redistribution to the neighbouring elements while not affecting stability. About 800,000 patients in the Netherlands have been diagnosed with Diabetes Mellitus type 2. This number will increase till
1,300,000 in 2025. 3% of the diabetic people develops a foot ulcer. In 15% an amputation of foot/lower leg is needed.
For more information, please click here

Medicine mixer prototype supports Cistic Fibrosis patients
Bas Peter Dijkema, SPRINT research,
Biomedical Engineering, is cystic fibrosis patient. In order to maintain its
quality of life, the Groningen researcher has to rely on medication on a
daily basis. A necessary, but timeconsuming and energy-consuming
activity. Bas Peter: ‘I noticed that my
adherence to therapy was greatly influenced by the many actions
that I daily have to perform in the organization of taking my medication.’ To make the daily routine of drug use more customerfriendly, Bas Peter developed a new prototype called the Medspresso: Making Nabulation a Habit.
The prototype provides the opportunity to place a syringe filled
with physiological salt in the device together with a capsule containing the medicine in powder form. The Medspresso injects the
physiological salt at the indicated time and starts to pivot it. Bas
Peter: 'Medspresso ensures that the medicine will be mixed and
ready for nabulation when the user needs it. No waiting time, no
more taking the preparation of the medicine in the planning of
your day, in short: a significant improvement of the ease of use.’
Cystic fibrosis is a genetic disorder that affects mostly the lungs,
but also the pancreas, liver, kidneys, and intestine. More than
1,500 people, including 650 children, in the Netherlands have
cystic fibrosis. Almost weekly, a CF baby is born. Last year, Medspresso prototype claimed the best-patient-centered design award at the Dutch Hacking Health contest (picture).
For more information, please contact Bas Peter Dijkema:
baspeterdijkema@hotmail.com
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The Medical Devices Regulations (MDR) protect the consumer
against failing healthcare products. But does MDR obstruct the
way to initiate new innovation as well?

Ir. Jorrit de Vries, UMCG-Atos Origin, organizes bootcamps for
industry and researchers to introduce the ins and outs of MDR.
Jorrit designed a checklist with the opportunity to check
in advance if health innovation is covered by MDR or is not.

SPRINT product innovation

Indirocker prevents injuries when running
Approximately one in five runners
suffer from pain on the Achilles
tendon and the tendon plate under
the foot during running. Several
studies show that a shoe with a
stiffened sole with a strong rounding can reduce stress on the Achilles tendon. Runners will benefit
from a better shape of the shoe sole. SPRINT PhD candidate Laurens van Kouwenhove, UMCG, the
orthopedic shoe and instrument company OIM, software development aXtion and Hulotech, specialists in rapid prototyping, are
developing a shoe with rocker sole for runners by determining the
ideal corrections based on innovative measuring methods of the
individual characteristics of a foot and the walking pattern. The
measuring results are converted into an algorithm to be used to
design a user-centered model of the shoe sole. Indirock
Sustainably healthy in the workplace
Demographic ageing in the Western world means that the average
age of the working population is
increasing. This has major consequences for the labour process.
Growing older is linked to physical
and cognitive changes which can
influence the performance of tasks.
SPRINT@Work, Lode Holding BV and BV Beatrixoord are designing a decision-support-system to keep employees longer and
sustainable healthy in the workplace. The system consists of a set
of measuring instruments that will measure the stress, working
posture, climate, physical activity, sitting behavior and alertness of
the employee in the workplace. The instrument generates data
and tools for the employee to take control of his or her own
health when working. SPRINT@Work

Suppressing malnutrition in a customer-friendly way
Malnutrition is an important blockage to the
quick health recovery of a patient. Because
measuring nutritional values by taking blood
samples is a complex issue, Peter Tuin, master
student Biomedical Engineering SPRINT/UMCG,
researched a reasonable alternative. His solution:
measuring the level of malnutrition by researching hair structure.
Peter: ‘Healthy hair has a rapidly dividing cell structure full of proteins, minerals and vitamins. The nutrients provide the cells energy
and ensure full hair growth. Hair cells without sufficient nutrients
will have different properties because cell synthesis is disrupted by
the absence of nutrients.’ Peter Tuin and partners are designing a
new innovative measuring system to measure these cell properties. Due to filing a possible patent application, no technical details are available. Additional (clinical) research must further confirm the value of this measurement system.
For more information, please contact Peter Tuin:
Petertuin10@gmail.com

SPRINT-symposium-debate. Argument for discussion: public-private calls
are doomed to fail, because private partners are hardly involved in the
drafting of the call content.

Current research initiative

Pride & Prejudice - University of Twente (UT)
Physical activity and nutrition are two important
factors contributing to a healthy lifestyle. Both are
not only difficult for people to change in the long
term, but they are also difficult to measure. Within
Pride and Prejudice project (Tackling chronic disease prevention through real life monitoring and
context-aware intervention design) Dr. Geke Ludden, associate
professor UT, and academic partners, are collaborating on real-life
monitoring and context-aware intervention design. Pride & Prejudice combines innovative technology, new frameworks for behaviour change, systems to monitor health parameters and behaviour, and design approaches to develop interventions that persuade people to make healthy choices about what they eat and to
what extent they are physically active. Pride and Prejudice
New spin-offs launched

Recently, two SPRINT-related spin-offs kick started. geriaMOVE
company develops a training system to keep practicing one’s leg
muscles in a hospital bed. geriaMOVE responds to the wish of the
UMCG to be a hospital stimulating patient movement. The second
company that kick started is CMC. CMC develops an innovative
medication dispenser. In the upcoming newsletters we will introduce the public-private missions.
Public-private challenges 2019

UMCG: Personalized Health Records
In 2019, the UMCG will be initiating challenges for
public private collaboration as well, says Prof. Erik
Boddeke, UMCG. Together with the Data Science
Center in Health (DASH), UMCG, the Lifelinesstudy in the north of the Netherlands will be developing personalized health records of all participants in the Lifelines study. Lifelines collects data and biological
samples on a large scale, creating a unique biobank and databank. Wherever possible, the collected data and samples are made available for research and policies on healthy ageing. The Lifelines study follows over 167,000 participants over a 30-year period. Erik Boddeke invites SPRINT partners to participate in the
project. Furthermore, UMCG will be publishing a call for public
private research and collaboration later this year.
IMDI calls 2019
Also new calls to be published by the Innovative
Medicine Devices Initiative (IMDI), confirms Prof.
Hans Rietman, chairman of the IMDI steering committee. Recently, IMDI published together with the
Dutch CardioVascular Alliance (DCVA) the VascularHeart for sustainable care call. This call focuses
on the development of medical technology for the earlier detection and improved treatment of cardiovascular diseases. Deadline: 9 April 2019. All call details will be introduced at the Life Sciences & Health public private symposium in Utrecht, The Netherlands. Date: March 7, 2019. The budget for this call is 5 million
euros. Besides the IMDI-DCVA call, IMDI will publish another call
later this year focusing on public private collaboration and implementation of health care innovation. To be continued. ◙

